LEAN
TOGETHER™

Working groups for operational excellence

Manufacturers who implement lean often see significant results after initial training and running some key events.
For many, it’s a challenge to continue the efforts and engage all of your employees in continuous improvement.
Lean Together™ is an ongoing collaborative learning program focused on developing true and lasting cultural
changes, where everyone’s job is making small incremental improvements- everyday.

Advantages:

• Structured approach with practice along the way
• Collaborative learning with peers
• Share and test ideas with peers and an expert group leader
• Accelerate your understanding and experience
• Tailor discussion topics to your specific situation(s)

Lean Together™ 1.0

This program is designed for manufacturing companies to study and implement
concepts from the book, 2 Second Lean, by Paul Akers. The agenda provides a
structured approach with practice and collaborative learning along the way.

Monthly
$250

(2 seats)
• 9 monthly / 2 hour sessions (educational curriculum and facility tours)
• “Book club” discussions of the 2 Second Lean™ book by Paul A. Akers (copy of the book included)
• Facilitated tour at companies successfully implementing 2 Second Lean in their culture
• Sessions facilitated by an accomplished Lean expert
• 1:1 onsite assistance for each company- at your facility (2 sessions / 2 hours each)

“Not only has 2 second lean helped us make improvements to our
production process, but it has also been a building block for our
organization to build a culture focused on teamwork, ownership
of mistakes and improved safety awareness. I am very happy with
our progress associated with 2 second lean and thank NWIRC’s
Lean Together program for their effort and support throughout our
journey.”

New Lean Together™ Group
starting
August 9, 2018
8:30-11:30am

-Dean Madasz, Chief Operating Officer, Thompson Fabricating, Inc.
and Lean Together 1.0 Participant

For more information contact Molly Reichard at
(814) 217-6067 or mreichard@nwirc.org
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